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A. flex links
B. BPDU ignore
C. loop guard
D. root guard
E. loop block
F. loop disable
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

You manage a cloud service that hosts a customer-facing
application. The application allows users to upload images and
create collages. The cloud service is running in two medium
instances and utilizes Azure Queue storage for image
processing. The storage account is configured to be locally
redundant.
The sales department plans to send a newsletter to potential
clients. As a result, you expect a significant increase in
global traffic.
You need to recommend a solution that meets the following
requirements:
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct
answer presents a complete solution.
A. Configure the cloud service to auto-scale to three instances
when processor utilization is above 80%.
B. Deploy a new cloud service in a separate data center. Use
Azure Traffic Manager to load balance traffic between the cloud
services.
C. Configure the storage account to be geo-redundant
D. Configure the cloud service to run in two Large instances.
E. Configure the cloud service to auto-scale when the queue
exceeds 1000 entries per machine.
Answer: A,E
Explanation:
* An autoscaling solution reduces the amount of manual work
involved in dynamically scaling an application. It can do this
in two different ways: either preemptively by setting
constraints on the number of role instances based on a
timetable, or reactively by adjusting the number of role
instances in response to some counter(s) or measurement(s) that
you can collect from your application or from the Azure
environment.

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have presented an HP ProLiant Gen8 server solution to a new
Customer. They are interested in your proposal but are
concerned about its manageability. They want to monitor server
health without installing additional software due to security
and performance reasons. Which information will Agentless
Management provides? (Select two)
A. SMART drive monitoring
B. Cluster status
C. Firmware inventory
D. FC storage
E. Performance counters
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
A very large application service provider (ASP) is going

through a major virtualization effort. After the initial
meeting with the ASP team, your notes are:
-Customer objective is to virtualize their environment.
Modernize and simplify their infrastructure
-All servers are on HP BladeSystem c7000 Virtual Connect 1/10-F
and Virtual Connect FC modules, G5 physical blade servers.
Lease is up.
-48 blades require virtualization and NFS connections. Existing
filer is third party Lease is up to Need more I/O and Scale.
-12 blades are Clustered SQL Server. No virtualization on these
blades required. Storage today is on new FC-based HP 3PAR
StoreServ 7400
-16 new virtualized servers are targeted to be connected to the
existing HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 FC
As you develop a proposal, what should be part of the design to
meet the customer goals? (Select two)
A. Add an HP StoreEasy X3830 Gateway rackmount server to the
front end of the 3PAR
B. Add new Hp BladeSystem c700s and Gen8 blades with Virtual
Connect Flex 10
C. Add new Hp BladeSystem c700s and Gen8 blades with HP Virtual
Connect Flex Fabric.
D. Add an HP StoreEasy X5000 rackmount server to the front end
of the 3PAR
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
Storage today is on new FC-base HP 3PAR StoreServ 7400 FC HP
Virtual Connect FlexFabric: HP Virtual Connect FlexFabric
10Gb/24-port Modules are the simplest, most converged and
flexible way to connect virtualized server blades to any data
or storage network. VC FlexFabricmodules eliminate up to 95% of
network sprawl at the server edge with one device that
converges traffic inside enclosures and directly connects to
LANs and SANs.
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA1-0311ENW.pdf
HP Virtual Connect Flex-10 Simplify and make your data center
change-ready. The HP Virtual Connect Flex-10 10Gb Ethernet
Module for c-Class BladeSystem allows administrators to
fine-tune network bandwidth at the server edge by dividing each
10 Gb network connection into four independent physical FlexNIC
server connections. Each FlexNIC can be configured from 100 Mb
up to 10 Gb, allowing just the right amount of network
bandwidth based on your application needs.
http://h20195.www2.hp.com/V2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA1-0311ENW.pdf
HP StoreEasy X5000
http://www8.hp.com/pt/pt/products/file-object-storage/productde
tail.html?oid=5335827#!tab=features
HP StoreEasy 5000 Storage is a new breed of efficient, secure,
and highly available storage to simply address the file and
application storage challenges of customers' medium to large
business and branch office environments. StoreEasy 5000
Storage, built on industry leading ProLiant DNA and Microsoft
Windows Storage Server, integrates easily into new and existing

environments with a straightforward, consistent management
experience for IT generalists.
HP StoreEasy X3830
http://www8.hp.com/pt/pt/products/file-object-storage/productde
tail.html?oid=5335920#!tab=features
In client virilization environments, up to 80% of network
traffic is server-to-server and
server-to-storage. Legacy, multi-tier, fibre-channel network
architectures require a complex
web of network cards, interconnects, cables, and switches to
keep pace with this changing
traffic. This approach creates performance bottlenecks and
drives higher costs and
complexity to build, maintain, and secure at scale.
To address this problem HP announced HP Virtual Connect for
3PAR with FLAT SAN
technolocv. the industry's first direct connection to fibre
channel-based storage that does
not require dedicated switches. This technology provides a
simplified architecture with
best-h-class storage and network innovations such as
BladeSystem Virtual Connect, and
the HP 3PAR StoreServ.
Customer benefits include these features:
Single layer fibre channel storage network eliminates SAN
switches and Host Bus Adapters
(HBAs)
-Massive simplification of fabric management
-2.5x faster fibre channel storage provisioning
-50% less infrastructure costs
-Automated zoning capabilities to set up zones with one-click
-Up to 55% less latency by removing the SAN fabric layer
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